
Public key Cryptograph:Rabin & Elgamal WEEK 9

Rabin captosystem
-> security of this system is equivalentto difficulty of factoring
-> essentially RSAwith e =2.
->mainly used for authentication (signatures)
A, keygeneration
Bob randomly chooses 2 large primesp and 9, calculates n =pq.
public key=n. Private key= (p, 97.

Note:This is just RSAwith e=21
B.Encryption
-

Given message M. Alice Charypts C: M2 mod n.

c.

Demps C by finding the square root of moldre
->knowing (p, 97 makes this easy;otherwise it is as difflaultas factoring n.

4 intermediate factors 2, =2
*modp.

x2 =p -x,

Us =cmodg
24 =9-Us

we define a =99mode and b =ppmodg.
then, 4 possible paintexts can be calculated:

M.=(an,+b23) mod Ms= (ax2+bx3)mode
Mr= (an,+324) mod Y My(AR2+324)mode

example:
Choose p:7,g=11. -n

=7x11=77
=>Public key=17, private key: (4, 11).

Alke encrypts M
=3 =c =32mod 77 = 9.

to decrypt. Bob calculates:2,=92mod7 =4 fU2= 7-4: 3.

&3 =93 mod 11 =(-23 mod11 = - 8 mod11 =3
=>x4 =11 -328

Boy then finds:

7mod11 =8 =>7(7mod11] =5611 =1(7) +4 = 4 =11 - 1(7)

11"mod7 =

2 =>I1(N mod7) =22 7 =1(4) +333 =7- 124)
4 =1(3) +1 =1 =4 - 1(3)

Let a =22,b =56. =4 - 157 - 124)]
The your possible maintexts: 1 =2(4) -1(7)
M, =[22(4) +5613)]mod 77 =25 x = 2[11-1(7)]-1(7)
M2=22(4) +56(8) Mod77:74X 1 =2(u) - 3(7)
Ms =22(3) +56/3)mod mod 11 =[2(1) - 3/7)]mod11E ↳ Ez Sa

= (11-3)(7)mod11 =8(7) = 11
My =22(3) +56(8) =-3(7)mod11

1 mod7=[2[U)-3(7)] Mod A
=2(11) mod 7



Advantages of Rabin's cryptosystem: Disadvantages of Rabin's cryptosystem:
+ movable seaulty - receiver needs to decide which one of 4
+> unless e is small, Rabin's is faster than RSA possible plaintexts is the rightone.

:requires one modularexponentiation I can append messageswith known
↳ decryption requires roughly sameduration as patterns (ex. 20 zeros) to allow easier
RSA recognition of paintext.

Def:
Let g be a primitive rootfor Ip and let h be a nonzero elementof Ap.Thete
problem (DLP) is the problem of finding an exponent a such that

gr =h (modp)

The number is called the discrete logarithm of hto the base, and is denoted by logg(h).

DL Assumption:There is no efficient algorithm (polynomial time) to some DLP.
A widely believed thatthis assumption holds.

ElGamal cryptosystem:

A. Key Generation
-> Alke chooses a prime p

and two random numbers, and u, both less than p, where gtp*.
-> Alice calculates y =gmodp.

Alke's public key is (p,9,4); her secret key is n.

B. Encryption
-> to encrypt a message M for Alke, Bob chooses random integer such that
gCd(k,p-1) =1.
- Bob calculates:a =g"modp. 9'mod 11 =9

b =ykM modp. 92mod 11 =4

cyprogram, C =(a, b). Length of C
=2 x Length of M. 94mod11 =5

98mod 1 =(5x4)mud1
C. Decryption =20 mod 11 =9

-> to decrypt C. Alice calculates M =bar" modp

11 =1(9)+2=2=11 - 1(9)

Example: 9 =4(2) +1

suppose Alice chooses primep = 11, =>1 =9 - 4(2)

generator g
=3, =9 - 4[11-1(9)]

and secretkey v=6.y =3 mod/1= 3. 1 =5(9) - 4(7)
public key=(p,9,4)= (11, 3, 3). 1 mud (1 =[519)-4(11)] mod11

=>5(9) mod 11

To encryptM
=6, Bob chooses 1:7 andcalculates =>9Mod 11 =5

a=34mod11 =9 b =3(6) mod11 =10.
=>cyprogram, 2

=19, 10).

To decrypt C, Alke calculates M=(1994)mod11 =(Y)mod/1 =(10x5)mod11 =4x


